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Another month and another up-tick of Wall Street’s Robert Schiller PE Ratio to 31.12
compared with last month’s 30.7.
In metaphoric terms the world’s share markets are skating on ever thinner ice and so a crash
must be inevitable. Yet markets currently appear shock-proof. They have withstood the worst
hurricanes and worst earthquakes of the past century together with the jousting of two
maverick leaders of nuclear states which could any day provoke Armageddon.
Inevitably then, market watchers are scrambling to protect their integrity with excuses to
explain that in a low interest rate environment the Schiller ratio might be less than previously
reliable. So let us start with the latest Schiller graph:

And now turn to ShareFinder’s prediction that the next Wall Street decline is likely to begin on
October 25 through to January 23 followed by a brief recovery until March 14 when the next
decline is scheduled to begin. Note, however, the long-term trend line of the S&P500
Index is only scheduled to be intersected on the downside in mid-June next year when, if
that occurs, market watchers will then be satisfied that a bear market is really in place.

In the circumstances I believe it might be
instructive to turn back to previous market
crashes we have experienced here in South
Africa to understand that in the final months of
the average bull market a significant proportion of
the total market rise normally occurs. That is why
share traders are always encouraged to hold on
until the very last minute.
I start on the right with the great bear market of
1987 which began on October 16. By November
4 the JSE Overall Index had lost a third of its
value. More importantly, that bull market began

around April 1985 and by April the following year it had gained 32.1 percent. Between April
1986 and April 1987 it had gained a further 51 percent and then from April to the October peak
it gained a further 35 percent, the final surge having occurred between June 19 and October
15 during which the market gained a
further 24.3 percent.
So you see, in the last four months it
gained three quarters of the growth it
achieved in the whole first year of the
bull market while the second year gain
was 59 percent higher than the first year
gain. It is a process known as
exponentiation: that fact that markets
rise faster and faster as they move
towards their eventual peak.
The “Dot Com” bubble which was less of
a phenomenon in South Africa than in
the US, features in my topmost graph on
this page. Nevertheless it saw the
market gain 128 percent between
December 1998 and May 2002 but of
that gain, 54 percent happened in the
last seven months of the whole 42
month duration of the bull market. The
subsequent bear market lasted a full
year during which investors lost 37
percent of their capital.
The last great Bull Market lasted from
April 2003 to May 2008 during which
time the JSE Overall Index rose 347
percent of which the last four months
delivered 30 percent.
In the US the S&P500 Index gained 140
percent between April 2003 and May
2008 - a total of 43 months—of which
the final eight months delivered 52.4
percent. Then came the April 2003 to
May 2008 Bull market as my second
graph illustrates which ended with the
property bond crisis. It lasted a full 56
months and until the latest Bull market
was the longest in history during which
the S&P500 rose 97.8 percent. Of that
the last four months delivered 11.92 percent and the last year 24.97 percent. The subsequent
Bear market lasted 17 months and cost investors 55 percent of their invested capital.
The latest Wall Street Bull market has so far lasted 104 months and has seen share values
rise 265 percent of which the past year has delivered 15.87 percent and the past four months 5
percent. ShareFinder projects that there is a further 2.4 percent gain left in this market before it
peaks on November 9 before entering a bear phase lasting until January 23 which the
programme expects will cost investors just three percent. Then it sees a final push upwards
from January 23 until April 2 adding 3.9 percent before a long decline begins. Unusually then,
this time around investors have become increasingly cautious in the last phases of the this
market which might perhaps suggest that a slow subsequent decline night result rather than a
heart-stopping crash and, interestingly, ShareFinder does not project a share market crash
when it sees this Bull phase ending in March next year but rather a gradual decline throughout

the new year bottoming in late December 2018. Below I have printed ShareFinder’s projection
for the S&P500 Index through to June 2019 but I caution readers not to put too much store on

the extremes of this projection as there tends to be diminishing accuracy the further one
pushes projections out into the future. Furthermore, because of the extent of the forward cover
being taken out at this stage, many US analysts are predicting the “Mother of all market
crashes.” so it is anybodies’ guess what really lies ahead.
Here at home the projection is for gains until November 14-17 followed by weakness until the
end of May 2018. My graph below illustrates the projection for the JSE All Share Index:

ShareFinder’s projection for JSE Blue Chips is, however less attractive with the mauve longterm projection clearly VERY negative. ShareFinder sees gains until mid January and then
downhill for the first half of 2018.

The Prospects Portfolio

Last month I noted that the Prospects Portfolio was behaving just as we had predicted with a
decline that began in late August and we expected it to continue down until around October 20
before beginning its last upward surge for the year which would take us to a new peak of
around R3 280 000 late in December before beginning a relentless downturn for the first half of
2018 in unison with a retreat of Wall Street.
With another month of data to digest, ShareFinder has now re-set its December high to
Christmas Day when it now expects to peak ar R3.345-million before beginning a plunge which
it sees continuing until the end of May at which point the software predicts the portfolio might
have lost around 14 percent of its value. Here note that the fact that we have converted weak
shares to cash has partially insulated the ortfolio.
We have been disposing of a few weak performers and reducing our exposure to shares that
have risen massively since we bought them with the object of creating cash, and the last
disposal we contemplated was third of our Capitec holdings which I had hoped to sell around
September 18 at a peak value of R917.57. However, last month I hesitated because
ShareFinder saw further gains into October. The graph on the left below is what ShareFinder
saw last month and, on the right, what actually happened. Note that the twin peaks
ShareFinder projected in yellow happened though the second was lower that ShareFinder
predicted and then the decline happened exactly as predicted.

As I write Capitec is heading for a new peak around R917.04 after which it is likely to decline
until early December before making a final push up to the R930 region before heading down
steadily for most of 2018. Meanwhile, noting that we are now earning better than R4 150 a
month in interest on our cash holdings, our portfolio now looks like this with the only question
mark still Mr Price which has begun its predicted slide.

I need to bring to readers attention the following report from Biznews:
Local IT services company EOH continues to produce strong results, year after year. Just last month,
the company reported a 16% rise in profit for the year ended July 31 while its headline earnings per
share rose by 16% to R8.32. Meanwhile, its revenue for the period grew 21% to R15.5bn and its operating profit rose by 29% to R1.8bn. Yet the company’s share price is down over 40% in the last 12
months and it continues falling as it hovers below the R100 mark. The company has previously reported
that 90% of its revenues come from South Africa. But it could be concerns around EOH’s government
business that may be worrying investors most, as Alec Hogg and David Shapiro discuss in their latest
Old Firm podcast. Allegations of corruption have previously swirled around EOH, according to reports
from the likes of amaBhungane. It’s a curious case of a company performing financially well — yet its
share price continues to come under downward pressure. – Gareth van Zyl
EOH is something else. EOH over the last decade or so has just produced incredible results. Every
year growing. Remember Asher? Do you know when I remember Asher Bohbot? When you were at
702 and he left in the 90s, I can’t remember when it was. I remember him coming in, in a very nervous
way sitting down there and perspiring. You were interviewing him and he was a newcomer, it was a
small company, and from that day to where he is today or where EOH is today – is an incredible growth
story. He built a superb company – always growing and a lot through acquisitions but over the last year
or so, there’s been question marks about governance issues. About employing people to get government contracts and a lot of accusations about how they got that business.
Asher has resigned. The results are still pretty good. I read Irnest Kaplan quite a lot and Ernie knows
that area. He always comes out fairly positive about them but the share price has just gone backwards.
It must be down by 25% – 30% this year, against fairly good results. I can’t identify why that share is as
weak as it is without any real news around it. In fact, I’m just looking now. In over 12 months it’s a share
that’s down about 45%, this year alone 43%, and the results show a completely different path. Results
are very strong and good. The new management there stand behind those results and say, ‘things are
good.’ But the market, (for some reason) just keep selling them down and down. We can’t get to the
bottom of the story there. It’s one that we need to pursue.
Somebody knows something that we don’t know, and certainly we’re getting lots of whispers.
There might just be a whispering campaign. That’s a stock that was R171 a share a year ago –
it’s now R93 so, that is a significant decline. But there are a lot of question marks over any company, given what happened with KPMG and McKinsey, any company that’s doing a lot of public
sector business, and that’s where EOH makes its money. It’s deep in the public sector and the
way that you used to do business in the public sector it appears, certainly from McKinsey and
SAP, Software AG, and KPMG on their side is that if you just cross the right palms with silver,
and usually those palms where from the Gupta family, and you actually were in. That does appear to be something that’s uncovering now.
That’s exactly right, you’ve put it very articulately and I think people are beginning to question those
businesses with strong government connections, and how is the business? I think there’s a lesson to
people who might read this or who might be listening to your podcast and I’ve got a very favourable response, I must say. But Alec, when a company, and this is the Madoff syndrome, let’s call it that. When
Madoff was making profits, regular profits of 10% every year at a time where the market was going
down. That begins to create suspicion. In other words, where they start to outperform and they’re doing
things that no one else could do you start to ask questions. I think this is one thing that bothered me
long before the share price of EOH began to fall. I kept saying, ‘how can they produce these stunning
results?’ Where every other business in the country was coming nowhere, well certainly in that area of
the market as well, in IT services? Then it starts to, you start to worry. Maybe these are not real and it’s
always a worry, where you just get these consistently, good, solid results. Nothing ever goes wrong. In
EOH every division was outperforming and that also raises alarm bells. I know for young students or
young people who look at the market they might think I’m silly but it’s a warning sign.
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